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Maggie, a weary mom of seven, basks in her new
home
See Skyler, Gator and Rocco - three of Maggie's
pups, thriving in their new homes
Skyler demonstrates GSD board game skill
Gator's teething is bad news for frozen carrots,
good news for a favorite pair of shoes
Rocco is top in his class - which he'd be even if
there were other dogs in the class
A young Heidi plays search and rescue for a
tortoise called Maisie
Brother and sister, Bruno and Mia, go to new home
- together
Plus - Update on SCGSR during COVID adopted dogs returned as feared

You may remember Maggie,
the GSD rescued earlier this
year from a shelter shortly
before she gave birth to seven
(yes seven) puppies.
Maggie was a dutiful mother but
a very weary and apparently
unenthusiastic one, and once all
the pups were adopted through
SCGSR, it was her turn to be
loved .and loved all by herself ..

And loved she is, and the
feeling seems to be mutual.
"She is the perfect fit...she really
enjoys playing with the other
dogs at the park and she is
eager to meet and greet
everyone as a friend," says her
dad Bob. "She is my constant
companion and we go almost
everywhere together."

Needs are eternal

SCGSR adjusts rescue operations during
COVID but prepares for new wave of
surrendered dogs
Adoption days at Pet Food Express stores in Roseville and Martinez - a tried
and tested venue for matching our dogs with their new homes - were
suspended during the pandemic and resumed only in July. During those
difficult pandemic months, volunteers managed to match a GSD ready for
adoption to people approved to adopt, but it was an especially labor-intensive,
one-at-a-time arrangement that worked because we did, thanks to your
financial support.
When the pandemic came upon us all, and the animal shelters emptied as
people who found themselves working from home adopted every four-legged
creature available, we anticipated the eventual surrender of pets when normal
life resumed: SCGSR estimates between 30 and 35 per cent of dogs adopted
during COVID have been or will be surrendered.
Supply outpacing demand As German shepherds continue to appear in city
and county shelters, the need intensifies for foster families - people willing to
take a dog into their homes until a perfect forever home, such as those found
for Heidi, Maggie and Skyler - can be identified, all expenses paid and with full
support from our trained volunteers. Puppy mills, found mostly in the central
valley regions surrounding Bakersfield and Fresno, continue to produce
German shepherd puppies that often end up in shelters.
The same nasty problem The pandemic has not altered the perennial
problem created by people who adopt German shepherd puppies with neither

a plan for training or understanding the demands of sharing life with a highly
intelligent, willful and powerful dog that needs abundant exercise and lots of
attention. "Sometimes I think people imagine a German shepherd is smart
enough to train himself," says a seasoned SCGSR volunteer. Another
perennial problem is created by teenagers who go off to college after
successfully lobbying to adopt a German shepherd, leaving the dog behind
with parents who are unable or unwilling to manage. And another: Couples
who surrender a GSD adopted before they became pregnant - and decide dog
and baby are incompatible. (The dog loses)
But thanks to you, our rescue community - now with more than 700 active
supporters and a core of very active volunteers - we managed to remain afloat
despite loss of our major fundraising gala and auction. Your contributions
allow us to rescue GSDs: We are almost as grateful as the dogs!
The need continues The German shepherds coming to us these days tend to
have more issues than those we took into the program pre-COVID, and that
means more expense to help dogs regain health and be ready for adoption.
You've been fabulous and with plans for our customary fundraising events in
limbo, your donations continue to be essential to fund our work. Think of the
dogs when celebrating a graduation, birthday or anniversary and ask friends
and family to donate to SCGSR in your honor. Better yet, make the dogs part
of your monthly or annual budget.
Costs It costs Second Chance more than $650 to rescue, treat and prepare a
German shepherd for successful adoption: Insurance and veterinary care
account for most of our expenses. We operate on only $80,000 annually:
Without our supporters, we cannot rescue dogs. But when supporters step up
as you have done, we can do more.
Fosters We desperately need foster families for our dogs. Foster families
provide a safe, loving temporary home until we can permanently place
them. Our foster counselors provide all support - financial, training tips,
veterinary care reimbursement - for the few weeks required to match the
dog with her forever home.

SCGSR foster coordinators in the greater Sacramento-Auburn
region and in the greater bay area are waiting to answer all your
questions
(888) 815-6222
Email: info@scgsr.org
We are profoundly grateful for your donations and ask you to donate
what you can, when you can. Donate at www.SCGSR.org.

She cannot live without you
Donate here

Mom! Dad!
The tortoise is over
here!
Heidi had been with her new
people for a few days when she
created a new job for herself. "We
are in love with her," the Hernandez
family reports. "She is a darling girl
who loves to have a job...running in
the yard until she flops for a nap,
piling her toys in her crate before
bedtime and trying to sit in your lap if
you're on the floor. She has taken to
our family very well, is remarkably
intelligent, listens and observes, and
learns commands very quickly without
much practice..so eager to please
that she looks for opportunities. We
have an African spur-thighed tortoise
that likes to nap in our bushes, and it
can take 30 minutes or more to find
her to bring her in at night. The third
day we had Heidi, I asked "Where is
Maisie [the tortoise]?" Within ten
minutes, Heidi was sitting next to a
bush, barking, alerting us... she had
found her." Add tortoise rescuer to
Heidi's job description!

Did you know?
Dogs adopted in the early days of
the pandemic are now being
surrendered to shelters - estimates
suggest 30-35% of dogs adopted in
the last 18 months are being returned
by people who cannot or are
disinclined to keep them. Very very
few of Second Chance German
Shepherd Rescues come back to us,
a function of careful screening and
expert matching of both GSDs and

adopters. We are proud of our
successes and need your help now to
continue.
Won't you volunteer today to help
us continue to save these
magnificent dogs? Volunteer today
to become a foster. See above for
links to coordinators who can answer
all your questions. Remember,
SCGSR pays ALL expenses for our
dogs in foster care.

Skyler, board game Olympiad in the making

Skyler, Day 1

Skyler, learning the ropes

Skyler, growing quickly out
of Sue's lap

Skyler, (formerly Midge,) one of the seven pups born to Maggie adopted this
spring, has outgrown her lap-dog days, but she's learned to play a board game
(See video link below to see her solving the treat-motivated problems of the
game.) Mom Sue reports she prefers a varied diet, eats daintily and is
begrudgingly attending obedience training. But wait! There's more....

A few months later, Skyler has learned to play a board game. Seeing is
believing! (Not an endorsement, but anticipating inquiries, the game is Outward Hound MultiPuzzle
Interactive Dog Treat Puzzle Toy)

One more easy way you can help and save a little money on pet supplies
Pet Food Express is offering members of the Second Chance German
Shepherd Rescue community discounts on litter, food, pet wash and all store
products. With each purchase, our group receives a percentage of the price of
your selections.
Pet Food Express's Pet Super Hero program offers 10% off food and litter and
20% off many other items else in the store, including pet wash. When using the
Pet Food Express shopping link on our website to order online for delivery or
in-store pickup, we receive 2% back . For orders not subject to discounts,
SCGSR receives 4% back.
Because you will need to be authorized for the discount while helping support
SCGSR, please email SCGSR volunteer Mike Murray at
mike.murray2@comcast.net to be added to our group's list. Note one only one
card per person can be issued - not to a family or couple - so please provide
the name of the person who customarily does the shopping for your pets. The
link for more information and to use when ordering is posted on the home page
of our website www.SCGSR.org

Frozen carrots to the
rescue "I cannot say
enough good things
about SCGSR and the
volunteers " mom
Kathryn says."From the
application process into
the transition plan, the

..."Gator is now five

months old, and frozen
carrots have been a
teething lifesaver. It’s
been a challenge, but
look how cute he
is! We’re now hoping that
SCGSR can lead us

support and guidance
has been phenomenal...

towards getting Gator a
sister!"

Gator, teething on frozen
carrots

When Bruno and Mia were
rescued from a shelter this
spring, our experts knew they
were bonded and suspected
they were siblings...which turned
out to the case.

Finding a forever home in
which two German shepherds
are welcome as a package isn't
easy but it's not not impossible,
and we were elated when the
Mellingers (this is Bob) invited
Bruno and Mia to go to their
forever home - together.

"He loves to camp, swim
in the river, and play with
his toys...He's taking
classes to learn how to
No competition in class 'leave it' and other
"Rocco has a 2-year big important skills, and is
brother, a Maltipoo
the top student in his
named Teddy, with whom class (private lessons!)
he loves to roughhouse, We really love Rocco,

Rocco as a pup already
overflowing his Easter
basket,above... and
with his tribe, including
Teddy, below

run around and take
and he loves his family!"
naps," reports the Zarea
family. "He loves to take
at least one five mile hike
everyday at Quicksilver
Park...

Not one of these dogs can live without you
Donate here
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